Alejandra González De La Peña Gil

My name is Alejandra, I am 29 years old, and I am from Spain. I have studied Social Work, Human Rights
and Master in Teachers from Compulsory Secondary Education and Bachiller, Vocational Training and
Language Teaching. Besides, I have a Course of Spanish teaching. I have been in this project in Salomon
School from February to June, and I have taken part as well in others activities with them like a
Kindergarten or two days in a summer camp because the project is until the end of August.
In Salomon school I have been teaching some Spanish lessons, some sport games with the younger children, but
most of the time I was looking after and playing with them, and helping the teachers in classrooms. When weather
allowed, we spent the time outside playing in the playground of the school, where there are football camps and
various swings. If not, in the classroom, they have many different games like chess, puzzles, memory, cards, colors,
books. In addition, in one area of the classroom they have toys to stimulate creativity like lego. To eat they have a
dining room but some of them prefer bringing their own food and eating in this class.

In addition to the day to day activities several events took place:

Day in Ochla
This Day the anniversary of the school was celebrated, and we went to a place outside called Ochla. We spend all
the morning there playing with children and celebrating with families and teachers this event. There was food,
drinks, sweets, music and games.

Theatre of May the 3rd
Volunteer’s Coordinator, Gosia, organized a theatre for her history lessons. It was about the first constitution of
Poland, on May the 3rd. She invited us to take part in this theatre and teach us a Polish dance

Observing lessons and educative methods

In some moments I could see some lessons for younger children when they were doing maths exercises or training
writing skills. I observed as well some English lessons and art lessons and one of music. But especially Gosia
(Coordinator) invited us to see her history lessons for seeing her methods in the special lesson of Greek theater. In
these lessons she showed us some ways to know if the children understand, if they are ready for the lesson, or how
to evaluate at the end of it to have a feedback from them. Besides, she prepared some special costumes for Greek
theater.

European day, flowers and sevillanas lessons.
One week we celebrated European event, in which each volunteer made a presentation and activity about his own
country for the children. I made a little introduction of April fair from Seville. After that we made a workshop about
how to do a paper flower. Then I sang a Sevillana and taught the first one of the sevillanas. ‘Sevillanas” is the name
of this dance from my city. At the end they could dance at least a little and very good. I hope the enjoyed this
activity.

Event with parents
One day there was an event with some extra activities with the families. There were some workshops. I took part in
one in which sugar was coloured and at the end you would have it in a crystal box as a beautiful decorative
element. In other classrooms different decorations were made, like for example figures from flour dough.

Wroclaw Day
Another excursion was going one day to Wroclaw to made a presentation in English about us and EVS project in
the school. We were welcomed by a teacher who collected us at the station. After our presentation they gave us
lunch, tickets and some tips to visit the city. Eduardo (my flatmate and volunteer of this project as well) and me,
went up a very high tower from which you could see all of the city. There was a lot of stairs. But it was worth it.

Polish Lessons
During all period of the project we received the teaching of Polish lessons from Kasia, who speaks English too. The
last day, she invited us for eating in a restaurant. She is very friendly and a good teacher

Summer play centre
After the end of the course in June, I was for one week at a summer play centre. We went one day to the cinema
and another day we went to a kind of recreational park where there were colourful balls, inflatable castles, etc. It
was very funny.
Others days we played in the class, making figures or paintings. At first it was used as a method to make the rules
in which all of us participated - we signed a document with our painted hands. At the end of each day, the children
said what they enjoyed and what they did not like. For that, they used a crystal box with coloured sugar, and they
could bring it at the end of the camp as a souvenir.

Camp
I spent little time in the camp but enough to say they were very kind. It had activities and games during the day. We
made totems, played presentation games, outside games, and one evening animation games with a leader. The
children were divided in groups, every group had a name and two monitors. In the night the monitors organized the
activities for the next day.

Kindergarten
During two weeks I was working in a preschool kindergarten. Early in the morning they had some short lessons.
In these lessons I included some Spanish teaching about animals and the presentation. They usually play in the
class or outside, and we made some excursions to some different playgrounds. They ate there and after the meal the
teacher read a story or a book for children. One day, we watched a film that was breaking gender stereotypes:
Mulan. In my opinion, very useful. Another day we went for a walk and ate ice cream. They were really kind with
me, I enjoyed this time with them.

Training in Warsaw and Torun
During this EVS project I had the chance to go for two trips for training with other volunteers in Poland as well. In
both, I enjoyed it a lot. One was at the beginning of the project, in Warsaw, and the other in the middle, in Torun.
In Warsaw, I had just arrived to Poland two weeks earlier. We made some dynamics of group, games, cultural
activities and our first words in Polish. They offered us a traditional dancing show – very cool and funny – at the
end of this training, as a surprise. After that we went to the party and we had a very good time.

The second one was more relaxed but very funny as well. It was in Torun, a very nice city. We made a lot of
activities: discovering legends, going to museums, doing psychological auto-knowledge dynamics about ourselves,
our wishes and priorities; and artistic activities as well. The last day we went to the museum of Katarzyna and we
made a decorative cookie and brought it as a souvenir. There was a gorgeous scenery, we went a few times to the
other side of the river, we visited a very nice park, and an antropologic museum. It was an amazing trip.

This is a very reduced abstract of my experience here. The real life is always much richer and deep personally. I left
a lot of things to tell. I had moments in which I missed my country as well, and I had some emotional difficulties,
but I learned about them and as a whole experience it was very positive. Everything has contributed a lot to my
experience. Thank you very much for all people who shared their time and heart with me.

